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The QSP Summit is one of major refer-

ences of current marketing, as a space for 

reflection on topics that are in managers 

and marketeers agenda, trying to antici-

pate the opportunities and indicate ways 

to solve new challenges. This edition is 

in line with this purpose. The “Multichan-

nel Opportunity” will allow realizing what 

consumers really value and how to lead 

the products and services through the 

right channel at the right time. Implement 

a multichannel strategy requires the in-

volvement of entire organization. Which 

channels are suitable for your company 

and products? How to approach a Mul-

tichannel strategy? Is your company 

prepared for an omnichannel evolution? 

How is the consumer’s present and fu-

ture? What is the future of physical stores 

and virtual stores? How to get balance 

between global-local strategies? How to 

manage both in a context of business 

needs and communication?

But the QSP Summit 2014 brings us much 

more: international case studies, thematic 

workshops, exhibition areas, Retail Trends 

Forum and several surprises, an intensive 

day of knowledge sharing, exclusive net-

working opportunities and discussion. 

QSP Summit is a unique event that brings 

together a thousand participants around 

great thinkers and references, in one of 

most renowned marketing events in Eu-

rope which achieves the 8th edition. 

the MuLtiChAnneL OPPORtunitY
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Since 1994 companies worldwide have turned to 

Bob Phibbs, the Retail Doctor® for the proven ex-

pertise necessary to grow their sales. An Ameri-

can retail expert, Phibbs has been engaged as an 

entrepreneur, sales trainer, author, franchisor and 

customer service champion. He is the author of 

three books his latest, The Retail Doctor’s Guide 

to Growing Your Business (Wiley.)

He is frequently called on to provide commen-

tary on Marketing and Branding for MSNBC, FOX 

and others. His clients include some of the larg-

est retail brands in the world including Brother, 

Hunter Douglas, Lego, Omega Timepieces, Husq-

varna, Paul Mitchell, Vera Bradley and Yamaha. In 

addition he is a contributor to RetailWire and the 

MasterCard Business Network.  He also serves on 

the Advisory Board for Premio Foods. 

Phibbs mission is to get those working in retail 

to approach customers with an open heart, to 

engage customers’ senses and deliver an excep-

tional experience. No matter how long an em-

ployee works retail, if they can master the skills 

to engage, build rapport and make a sale, they 

can go on to do just about anything. Visit him at 

www.retaildoc.com.

key Points
· Baby Boomers grew up with a desire for more service.
· Millennials have grown up with a focus on low price and deals.
· Social skills retailers have counted on in employees are generally not in Millennials.
· Without training, retailers are settling for crumbs instead of a banquet.

GeneRAtiOn GAP: 

seLLinG tO BABY BOOMeRs

Millennials are the most studied and talked about 

generation ever. They are intelligent, hopeful and 

for many - stuck in a job in retail. How are they 

impacting your store? Look no further than the 

Baby Boomer generation who still expect cus-

tomer service from retail employees, not a kiosk 

or iPad. How does that culture difference play 

out on your retail sales floor? How should Mil-

lennials be selling to your Baby Boomers who 

still have the money? Join the Retail Doctor as 

he compares and contrasts the two generations.  

You’ll learn retail selling tips how to sell to the 

Baby Boomer generation as well as what it will 

take to harness the Millennial generation’s hope-

ful outlook and desire to learn.

Bob Phibbs
The Retail Doctor 
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SPEAKERS

Ziv Carmon is the INSEAD Chaired Professor 

of Marketing in Memory of Erin Anderson.  Ziv 

teaches and directs a variety of executive educa-

tion and in-house company training programs, 

for which he has won a variety of awards. His 

teaching focuses on such topics as Understand-

ing & Influencing Customers, Behavioral Econom-

ics, Customer Insight, Market Driving Strategies, 

Marketing Management, Customer Focus, and 

Consumer Psychology. He has taught these and 

other topics to senior, mid-level, and junior execu-

tives in company-specific executive programs, in-

house executive programs, and open-enrollment 

executive programs in many countries around the 

world. He also often consults, speaks at profes-

sional conferences, and taught executive MBA, 

MBA, undergraduate, and PhD students. 

Ziv’s academic research focuses on behavioral 

economics and its marketing and public policy 

implications. His research has been extensively 

published in the leading academic marketing & 

decision making publications. He received many 

research honors, including the O’Dell Award (JMR 

paper that has made the most significant, long-

term contribution to marketing theory, method-

ology, &/or practice; considered the most pres-

tigious annual research award in the field). He 

served as Associate Editor for the Journal of Mar-

keting Research, Consulting Editor for the Jour-

nal of Behavioral Decision Making, and editorial 

review board member of several other major jour-

nals. He also received an Outstanding Reviewer 

Award from the Journal of Consumer Research. 

He has been Guest Editor of articles for a variety 

of leading journals, and is a frequent reviewer of 

articles for many journals, international funding 

organizations, dissertation awards, and promo-

tion & tenure cases at various universities.

Ziv’s work has been featured in many interna-

tional media outlets such as: Wall St. Journal, 

NY Times, Financial Times, Washington Post, LA 

Times, Intl. Herald Tribune, The Guardian, Daily 

Telegraph, Economist, Scientific American, Popu-

lar Science, Newsweek, Businessweek, NPR, BBC, 

MSNBC, Bloomberg, ABC, CTV, WebMD, and 

National Center for Policy Analysis, as well as in 

many books, blogs.

Ziv received an B.Sc. degree (Cum Laude) in In-

dustrial Engineering & Management from the 

Technion-I.I.T, a Master’s and PhD degrees in busi-

key Points
· That customers prefer to based their choices on a single simple reason, is a simple principle, but it has interesting implications for marketers.
· Customers’ choice sets can and should be strategically managed. 
· The context within which sellers present products can dramatically influence sales.
· Though customers prefer having more choice options, offering more options can lower overall sales in common situations.
· Smartly managed choice sets can consist of many options without lowering sales.

ness administration both from the University of 

California at Berkeley. He worked for several years 

in sales and marketing prior to his academic ca-

reer. Before joining INSEAD, he was Associate 

Professor of Marketing at Duke University

influencing Customers

We will discuss the notion of Reason Based 

Choice, a fundamental principle underlying hu-

man judgment and decision-making, whereby 

people prefer decisions that are based on a sim-

ple single reason. We will explore this principle 

and some of its implications, such as Context 

Effects, the Tyranny of Choice, and Less is More, 

and see how those can provide concrete and 

powerful tools that marketers can use to signifi-

cantly influence customers choices. The broader 

goal of this presentation will be to demonstrate 

the value of deep psychological insights for 

marketers.

Ziv Carmon
Professor of Marketing
The INSEAD Chaired Professor of Marketing in Memory of Erin Anderson



He is passionate about retail and marketing in-

novation. His credentials do not only come from 

his academic career, but also from his fascination 

for devising innovative retail concepts. For him, 

theory and practice are two sides of the same 

coin, with customer‐centricity at the core. He 

thinks that the purpose of innovation is to sub-

stantially increase customers’ quality of life. 

In 1976, after finishing his studies (BBA and MBA 

at ESADE) he began his career in Lleida, a small 

city, as a consultant. His first client was SUPSA, 

a small retail chain that later on won the World 

electronic marketing Award. Afterwards, he 

completed his studies at the University of Stir-

ling (UK) with a MBA in retailing, and at Harvard 

Business School (USA) where he studied active 

learning methods. He is currently Associate Pro-

fessor at ESADE for the subjects “Retail Inno-

vation” and “Marketing innovation” and visiting 

professor at SDA Bocconi (Italy). He has also 

lectured at the Univ. of Edinburgh (UK), Univ. of 

St. Gallen (Switz), HEC (France), Univ. of Vienna 

(Austria), National Academy (Moscow), and Sin-

gapore Manag. Univ. 

Lluis has been working in 25 countries as consult-

ant on selected projects concerning innovation 

for companies such Asics, Bayer, Bimbo, Camp-

er, Cepsa, Coca-Cola, Danone, Esteve pharmacy, 

General Optica, Inditex (Zara, ...), Heineken (It), 

Ikea (CH), Imaginarium, La Caixa, Mabel, Meliá 

internat hotels, Mercadona, Nestlé (E & CH), 

International Olympic Commibee (CH), Pans & 

Company, Roca, Sara Lee, Sentosa island (Sing), 

Sonae (Pt), Sylvania (Ger), Tata retail (Ind), Tu-

rismo de España, Unilever Europe, Valentine CIN 

(Pt), Victorio & Lucchino Men. 

key Points
· How human beings (the customers) make purchase decisions related to products or services?
· How my brand / service / shop can be the preferred one by the customers?
· A new human being: The “OnOff” customer, and the implications for business.
· Which kind of cross-channel strategy is the most suitable for the new OnOff customer?
· From “targeting customers” to “growing customers”.  Next practices in the “non-consciousness based marketing”. 

the non‐consciousness marketing applied 

to retail innovation and multichannel.  

In the Harry Potter books there are pure magic 

blood people, Muggles (people who do not be-

long to the magic community), and half-bloods. 

The latter are people with magical ability, but 

with conventional ancestors. 

This session is thought for half‐bloods. A – legal 

but naughty – meeting of colleagues with magi-

cal potential that can be used to create a por-

tion of a better future. That’s the aim of manage-

ment, isn’t it? 

Here you shouldn’t come to find absolute cer-

tainties, but to practice curiosity, encourage re-

flection and stimulate the imagination exploring 

the basis and some practices which, Lluis dares 

say, will be the marketing paradigm without ad-

jectives, or suffixes: marketing based on the non-

consciousness. A human approach, more magi-

cal and therefore more effective.

Lluis Martinez-Ribes
Retail Innovation Expert

the MuLtiChAnneL OPPORtunitY

Miguel Osório is Member of the Board at Sonae 

MC being responsible for the Internationalization 

of Continente brand.

Degree in Economics, with expertise in Busi-

ness Economics of Financial and Marketing area 

from Economics School, Lisbon University, and 

a degree in General Management Program from 

Harvard Business School.  Miguel Osório began 

his career at Citibank Portugal and after he be-

comes Consultant at Andersen Consulting.

In 1999, he joined Modelo e Continente to be-

come Advertising Manager of Continente and 

after, he assumes Sonae MC Advertising Board 

being responsible for all communication and 

promotional activities of Continente, Modelo, 

Modelo Bonjour, Worten, Sport Zone, Vobis and 

Modalfa. Later he becomes Marketing & Expan-

sion Manager of Modalfa and Zippy, being re-

sponsible for the rebranding process, as well as 

the development and implementation of new 

concepts stores for both brands, and he be-

comes Marketing Manager of Modelo. In 2008, 

he was nominee Marketing Manager of Sonae 

Distribuição Retalho Alimentar, being respon-

sible for managing all communication areas for 

Continente, Modelo and Modelo Bonjour brands. 

He held this position until February 2011. Miguel 

Osorio has won the Marketeer Award in 2012 and 

Marketing Personality of The Year Award in 2011 

by Meios & Publicidade. 

Expressing a strong sensitivity and commitment 

to the principles of social responsibility and 

training, Miguel Osorio has also an important 

role in some relevant associations, organizations 

and entities of renown, such as: Member of the 

Supervisory Board of Hospital de Crianças Ma-

ria Pia Association, since 2003, which coincides 

with the launch of Missão Sorriso. He is also con-

tributor in training programs for executives at 

Porto Business School, while head of Media of 

Sonae Group.

key Points
· The marketing company’s budget for digital area has increased. They believe this is a great communication tool to reach consumers.
· The downturn in private consumption is a challenge for all retailers. The solution is to keep the growth targets by pursuing a digital strategy that enhances the return 
  of digital channels.
· The focus which was at genesis of the modern retail will not change: the client will remain at the center.  
· In the future, retail will be closer to the customer, with new connection ways, new contact points and more services.

digital strategy and customer loyalty

In this presentation Miguel Osório will approach 

the consumers new needs, service innovations, 

loyalty cards, mobile devices in retail, discount 

campaigns, online platforms and partnerships 

which are a constant quest for anticipating 

the needs of customers and at the same time, 

their profile changes. In the coming years, tech-

nology will play a key role in enabling conver-

gence between physical and virtual worlds. To 

get closer of physical purchase, it will be devel-

oped applications of purchase support to enable 

the research, experimentation and payment of 

products. We live in times of uncertainty, due 

to the climate of austerity which might affect 

the behavior of consumers. However, the focus 

which was at genesis of the modern retail will 

not change: the client will remain at the center. 

In the future, retail will be closer to the customer, 

with new connection ways, new contact points 

and more services. 

Miguel Osório
Member of the Board at Sonae MC                                                                                                                                              

SPEAKERS



CASE
STUDIES

Twitter

Twitter has changed how we communicate and consume information. It’s live, public, and conversa-

tional, capturing the world’s events in real-time. On Twitter the paid content is an amplification of its 

organic equivalent, and brands are flocking to Twitter to launch products, create customer service 

channels, and reveal exclusive content -- with the common end goal of driving meaningful engage-

ments with consumers. Pepe’s presentation will help brands understand the power of the platform 

and how to harness it to find the right people, at the right time, with the right content.

Speaker: Pepe Lopez de Ayala · Managing Director Iberia · Twitter

LinkedIn

Founded in 2003, LinkedIn connects the world’s professionals to make them more productive and 

successful. With more than 259 million members worldwide, including executives from every Fortune 

500 company, LinkedIn is the world’s largest professional network on the Internet. The company has 

a diversified business model with revenue coming from Talent Solutions, Marketing Solutions and Pre-

mium Subscriptions products. Headquartered in Silicon Valley, LinkedIn has offices across the globe.

Speaker: Sara Harmon · Head · LinkedIn Iberia

TripAdvisor

TripAdvisor® is the world’s largest travel site, enabling travelers to plan and have the perfect trip. 

TripAdvisor offers trusted advice from real travelers and a wide variety of travel choices and planning 

features with seamless links to booking tools. TripAdvisor branded sites make up the largest travel 

community in the world, with more than 260 million unique monthly visitors, and more than 100 

million reviews and opinions covering more than 2.7 million accommodations, restaurants and attrac-

tions. The sites operate in 30 countries worldwide, including China under daodao.com. TripAdvisor 

also includes TripAdvisor for Business, a dedicated division that provides the tourism industry access 

to millions of monthly TripAdvisor visitors.

Speaker: Fernando Oliveira · Strategic Partnerships · TripAdvisor

Whole Foods

Founded in 1980 in Austin, Texas, Whole Foods Market is the leading natural and organic food re-

tailer. The company’s motto, “Whole Foods, Whole People, Whole Planet”™ captures its mission to 

ensure customer satisfaction and health, Team Member excellence and happiness, enhanced share-

holder value, community support and environmental improvement. Thanks to the company’s more 

than 73,000 Team Members, Whole Foods Market has been ranked as one of the “100 Best Compa-

nies to Work For” in America by FORTUNE magazine for 15 consecutive years.

Speaker: Bill Tolany · Head of Promotional Commerce · Whole Foods

QSP SUMMIT 2014 · VIII INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE



FREE
WORKSHOPS

The Trends Forum is an important opportunity to debate the main global 

market trends. In this edition some of the biggest players will discuss 

retail trends, in a unique and essential debate.

· Included in the event

· Registration is compulsory

· Limited number of participations

RETAIL
TRENDS
FORUM

the MuLtiChAnneL OPPORtunitY

keY POints 
· The role of mobile in the path-to-purchase - how shoppers 

  are using mobile to shop, and how they want to use them

· The multi-channel shopper - how shopper behavior is changing. 

  The role of instore technology. How it is used and why

· The role of social media - how it impacts brand image and 

  influences shopper behavior

· Fulfilment as a differentiator - the emerging trends in 

  fulfilling orders – instore collection, etc

· Best-in-class examples of multi-channel retail

· Omni-channel vs. Multi-channel – what is the difference

· The emergence of the seamless shopper

· The rise of the anytime, anywhere shopper

Moderation: 
Malcolm Pinkerton · Research Dir. · E-Commerce at Planet Retail

Time: 60 minutes

Speaker:
Ignacio Ochoa · Industry Manager Retail · Google

Moderation:  
Isabel Trigo de Morais · General Manager · APED

Time: 60 minutes

keY POints 
· Why are some sectors more developed than others? 

  Is it a matter of demand or a matter of product offering?

· Implications of the multi-device and multi-channel complex 

  purchasing journeys 

· The new generation (Generation C) consumes media and 

  obtains information differently: An opportunity for retailers? 

· How internal procedures and politics hinder multi-channel

  retailers leveraging the internet as an acquisition 

  and retention channel

A GOOGLe PeRsPeCtive ReGARdinG e-COMMeRCe 
And the RetAiL seCtOR

Speakers:
Susana Voces · Head of Merchant Development · eBay Espanha

Estanis Martín de Nicolás · Dir. Geral · PayPal Espanha e Portugal 

João Günther Amaral · Head of Innovation · Sonae

Bill Tolany · Head of Promotional Commerce · Whole Foods



Free workshops will report relevant and current themes that are in the agenda.

· Included in the event

· Registration is compulsory

· Limited number of participations

FREE
WORKSHOPS

Speakers: 
Sarah Harmon · Head · LinkedIn Iberia 

Adrian Arias · Key Account Manager Iberia · LinkedIn

Speakers:
António Jácomo · Professor and researcher at the Bioethics 

Research Centre - Bioethics Institute · Universidade Católica 

Portuguesa 

Carlos Amaral Dias · University Professor and Psychoanalyst 

Rui Manuel Cardoso Vaz · Director of Neurosurgery 

Department · Hospital S. João

Moderation:  
Pedro Caramez  · Digital Marketing Consultant 

Time: 60 minutes

Moderation:  
Carlos Coelho · President · Ivity Brand Corp

Time: 60 minutes

keY POints 
· The current business challenges and how LinkedIn can help

· LinkedIn view, LinkedIn Talent Solutions

· Social Media and Employer Branding

keY POints 
· Are brands a waste of consumer society or are they a super 

  nourishment of the soul?

· As consumers are we all liars and schizophrenics?

· Does the rational man has been a myth of the twentieth 

  century and that this is the emergence of a new world 

  where the emotional man assumes that its most powerful 

  spreadsheet is intuition?

· In the future will we create neurobrands?

ReCRuitMent On Linkedin

Out Of the BOx
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PRIVATE
WORKSHOPS

Moderation: 
João Catalão · President · POPAI

Time: 60 minutes

Speaker: 
Bob Phibbs · The Retail Doctor

keY POints 
· Technology vs. Humans
The consumer experience at the point of sale is crucial 

because it is the last chance retailers have to wow their 

customers.  Wait too long and you could lose the customer. 

Push them through quickly and lose the add-ons. What are 

the challenges with mobile checkout versus those of human 

checkout?

RetAiLinG

Private workshop will report specific themes, reserved for sponsors and guests.

· Registration is compulsory

· Limited number of participations

Speaker: 
Rafael del Rey · General Manager · Spanish Observatory of 

Wine Markets (OeMv)

Moderation:  
Manuel Pinheiro · President of Andovi - National Association 

of Wine Designations of Origin and President of CVRVV - 

Comissão de Viticultura da Região dos Vinhos Verdes

Time: 60 minutes

keY POints 
· Is Europe a overpassed player compared to the new world, 

  condemned to niche markets?

· New markets to consider? Africa, Latin America

· The wine and the environment: will we export in bulk for 

  bottling at destination?

· Communicate the wine and health: how to enhance the 

  market considering wine with moderation?

· New market segments? Wines with less alcohol? 

  Sparkling Wines?

· The modern distribution in wines.

ROund tABLe - Wine seCtOR



PRIVATE
WORKSHOPS

Speaker: 
Joan Fernández Náger · Area General Director of Hospital 

Universitari Vall d’Hebron

Moderation: 
José Artur Paiva · Emergency and Intensive Care 

Management Unit · Centro Hospitalar São João

Duarte Araújo · Consultant at Multipessoal · Grupo Espírito Santo

Time: 60 minutes

The Vall d’Hebron University Hospital is a healthcare, education 

and research public center of Catalan Health Institute, based 

in Barcelona. It has more than 1000 beds, a team of around 

7000 professionals and a budget of 540 million euros for the 

year of 2013.

The Vall d’Hebron University Hospital is the largest hospital 

complex in Catalonia and one of the largest in Spain.

Performs basic hospital care for a population of more than 

400.000 people and provides tertiary services to patients 

from the rest of Catalonia and Spain. It is structured into 4 

main healthcare areas (General Area, Mother and Child Area, 

Traumatology Area and Non-Hospitalization Surgery Unit 

located in the Pere Virgili Health Park), two locations for its 

Research Institute and the educational headquarters of the 

Autonomous University of Barcelona.

The strategic approach was reviewed recently to suit the 

Health Plan of Health Department for Catalonia Government, 

the socio-economic context of industry and changing 

expectations of citizens, where competitiveness, sustainability, 

recruiting and retaining talent and tertiary care are essential, 

without forgetting the quality and clinical safety.

In this workshop we will approach all these strategic areas, 

focusing on the most innovative ones (clinical and molecular 

genetics, diagnosis and treatment of minor diseases, etc) as 

well as the approach of Regional Network (strategic alliance 

with other health providers of the region). Lastly we will focus 

in certain specific projects which would create interest such as 

the process of centralization of the Clinical Laboratories, the 

implementation of a new management model of the medical 

emergencies and the clinical information system available to 

professionals. 

keY POints 
The Vall d’Hebron University Hospital is a large tertiary 

public hospital of Catalonia.

· Should it adapt its strategy to the current circumstances? 

  Why and how?

· What were the major changes made by the Vall d’Hebron 

  in its strategic reformulation? 

· What are the key factors to maintain leadership in health 

  care, in education and research hospital?

· Can we do all this alone?  

· What sector projects exemplify the strategic development 

  undertaken?

hOsPitAL MAnAGeMent
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TIME TIME

PROGRAM

14h15/
15h15

14h15/
15h15

14h15/
15h15

14h15/
15h15

14h15/
15h15

15h30/
16h30

16h45/
17h45

Retailing
Bob Phibbs
Moderation: João Catalão

Round table - Wine sector
Rafael del Rey 
Moderation: Manuel Pinheiro

hospital Management
Joan Fernández Náger
Moderation: Duarte Araújo 
and José Artur Paiva

* Free access for participants according with availability and advance reservation.
** Restricted access - only reserved for guests and sponsors.
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e

e

e

Registration

Welcome Session

Bob Phibbs  

LinkedIn Case

Coffee Break

Lluis Martinez-Ribes 

Twitter Case

Lunch Break and 
Autographs Session 

Workshops and
Retail Trends Forum

Miguel Osório

Whole Foods Case  

Coffee Break

Ziv Carmon

TripAdvisor Case

End Session

TIME

Retail trends forum
eBay/Sonae/PayPal/
Whole Foods
Moderation: Malcolm Pinkerton 

Recruitment on Linkedin 
Sarah Harmon
Adrian Arias    
Moderation: Pedro Caramez

Out of the Box  
Rui Vaz
António Jácomo
Carlos Amaral Dias 
Moderation: Carlos Coelho

A Google perspective 
regarding e-Commerce 
and the Retail sector
Ignacio Ochoa 
Moderation: Ana Isabel 
Trigo de Morais

A

B

C

d

ROOMPRivAte WORkshOPs **ROOM
fRee WORkshOPs And 
RetAiL tRends fORuM *

AuditORiuM

08h00/ 
09h15

09h15

09h30

10h30

10h55

11h25

12h15

12h40/
14h15

14h15/
15h15

15h30

16h20

16h45

17h00

17h50

18h15



REGISTRATION

To participate in this event, you must complete correctly the enclosed registration form - or you 

can download it in www.qspmarketing.pt/summit - conjointly with the payment proof, please 

send both to the following email, fax or address.

PAYMent MethOd

Bank transfer in favor of:

QsP – Marketing, Lda.

NIB: 0007 0000 00060757406 23

IBAN: PT50 0007 0000 0006 0757 4062 3 (Bank: Banco Espírito Santo)

Help-Desk: (+351) 91 625 2000 (09h30-19h00)

Fax: (+351) 226 108 552

E-Mail: conferencia@qspmarketing.pt

QSP – Consultoria de Marketing, Lda.

Av. Boavista, 1167, 4º andar, sala 5

4100-130 Porto · Portugal

www.qspmarketing.pt/summit

PROtOCOLs

ACEPI  · Electronic Commerce and Interactive Advertising Association

AEP  · Portuguese Entrepreneurial Association

ANPME  · National Association of Small and Medium Enterprises

APCOR  · Portuguese Cork Association

APPM  · Portuguese Marketing Association

ATP  · Textile and Clothing Association of Portugal

BPCC  · British Portuguese Chamber of Commerce

10% discount in corporate passes and 15% discount in individual passes, not cumulative with discount 

until 14th February.

ReGistRAtiOn inCLudes:

· Free access to Conference

· Dossier with conference presentations

· Coffee Breaks

· Certificate of participation

· Free access to exhibition area

· Free access to workshops according with availability

· Internet Wireless Free

Limited Capacity

Lunch not included

nOtes

· The content of presentations is completely speaker’s responsibility.

· Due to force majeure, small changes in the program might occur. 

· For additional information, please visit the website:

  www.qspmarketing.pt/summit

· Registrations according with auditorium capacity.

SIMULTANEOUS ENGLISH TRANSLATION 
AT AUDITORIUM AND PRIVATE WORKSHOPS.

PASS FEE UNTIL 14th FEBRUARY

 Individual 550€ 480€

 Corporate (3) 1.500€ 1.300€

 PREMIUM (10) 4.100€ -

Plus VAT.

QSP SUMMIT 2014 · VIII INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE



Informations: QSP - Consultoria de Marketing, Lda. · Av. da Boavista, 1167 - 4º andar, room 5 · 4100-130 Porto · Portugal
Help Desk: (+351) 91 625 2000 · Phone: (+351) 226 108 552 · Fax: (+351) 226 108 552
conferencia@qspmarketing.pt · www. qspmarketing.pt/summit 

PROtOCOLs

ACEPI  · Electronic Commerce and Interactive Advertising Association

AEP  · Portuguese Entrepreneurial Association

ANPME  · National Association of Small and Medium Enterprises

APCOR  · Portuguese Cork Association

APPM  · Portuguese Marketing Association

ATP  · Textile and Clothing Association of Portugal

BPCC  · British Portuguese Chamber of Commerce

MAIN SPONSOR

SPONSORS FORUM SPONSOR

INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT

SUPPORT

TRANSLATIONS

OFFICIAL 
HOTEL

MEDIA PARTNERS


